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              Seiretto Ltd
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Good Afternoon Seiretto!

In this newsletter:
  - Seiretto is 20 years old this Month!
  - Spam filtering - how to limit spam
  - Parish council - need a new .gov.uk domain?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Seiretto is 20 years old this Month!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Seiretto first started in May 1996, 2 years before Google, and 8 years
before Facebook.  It was a time when there were new players on the
Internet every week and several search engines jostled for business
(your eyes on pages).  The majority of which have now gone, it has
left us with a rather bland landscape dominated by just 2 players:
Google and Facebook.  However, we have managed to carry on and today
we host and manage many important private and public sector
(University and Government) websites and domain names.

Twenty years have gone so quickly, the next two decades will bring
major changes which will transform the Internet as we have come to
know it today.   I do not know if Seiretto will be around in another
20 years, but back in 1996 I did not know I would be typing this about
the company today!  So here is to the next 2 decades... Dave Walker,
owner and founder of Seiretto Ltd.
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***********************************************
To celebrate our 20th Anniversary we are giving away:
***********************************************
20 FREE hosting accounts (Designer10 accounts).
These are only available to existing account holders, you can transfer
it (to family or friend so long as you let us know), and is FREE for
the first year (if required cancel after 12 months with no penalties).

Both types of account are very popular with new and existing clients
for web hosting and email, and have click installs for popular scripts
such as WordPress. 

Designer10 accounts can host more than 30 websites and are ideal for
resellers and web designers:
http://www.seiretto.com/web_hosting/reseller_hosting.php

HOW TO APPLY:
To get a chance of getting your hands on one of these FREE accounts
REPLY NOW.

We will issue the limited number of FREE accounts on a
first-come-first-served basis. 

If you are one of the lucky recipients you can choose to pass on the
FREE account to a business colleague, friend or family (if you do this
please let us know as we need to keep track of the new accounts to
prevent abuse).

Limitations: one per client allowed  to be used for a new domain or
transfer-in of an existing domain (where the domain is not currently
held by us).
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Spam filtering - how to limit spam
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Are you receiving spam in your mailboxes?   Almost all mailboxes at
some time or another will suffer some spam. 

Did you know all our hosted accounts have the option to limit spam.  
We have recently updated our FAQ with details regarding spam:
http://seiretto.com/web_hosting/faq.php#email

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Parish council - need a new .gov.uk domain?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
We can register your .gov.uk domain for you.  For Parish councils the
format is normally [parish-name]-pc.gov.uk, see:
http://govhost.uk/choosing_domain_names/parish_councils/
Free 1 yr hosting for all new registrations.

Please contact us for further details.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
You will find copies of most of them here:
http://www.seiretto.com/newsletters/
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Thank you for reading, please let us know if you have any queries,
niggles, or questions?  Just reply now....
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Seiretto Sales.

Seiretto Ltd 1996-2016
Registered in England & Wales no: 4716409.
UK Business web service provider &
approved GOV.UK & AC.UK domain registrar
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